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Abstract

Keywords

Introduction: Type 2 diabetes mellitus and its complications is increasingly prevalent in Sri Lanka. Patients with
low health literacy worsen the glycaemic control and diabetes complications. However, lack of studies on the effect of
health literacy that affects clinical health outcomes and the
effect of health education on it.

Type 2 diabetes mellitus, Health education impact questionnaire, HeiQ, Health education

Aim: This study aimed to evaluate the effect of health education impact questionnaire, translated into Sinhala is an appropriate tool to evaluate the impact of health education program
for type 2 diabetes patients based on literacy improvement.
Methods: This project was designed as a preliminary case-control study, with health education as the main intervention. Repeated health-education interventions were
compared to the control group at baseline, followed up at
six and 12 months. The improvements in knowledge assessed through health education impact questionnaire that was
translated and culturally adapted to Sinhala language.
Results: The study outcomes from 150 patients reveal that all
heiQTM domains showed at least low to moderate correlations
with the follow ups in intervention while, small effect had been
shown in health service navigation in control group.
Conclusion: This study reveals that the translated version
of health education questionnaire well adapted in assessing
knowledge improvement among Sri Lankan participants
with type 2 diabetes.

Introduction
Type 2 diabetes (T2DM) is a common chronic condition which, if not controlled, can cause complications
such as nephropathy, retinopathy and neuropathy.
In recent years T2DM prevalence increased globally.
There were 1.16 million cases of all types of diabetes
were recorded in Sri Lanka in 2016 as stated in an International Federation of Diabetes Atlas [1-3]. A significant
reduction in diabetes-related complications has been
recorded with the diabetes education in primary care
setting, with the consideration of health beliefs and
their cultural behaviours [2-4].
However, a range of indices are used to measure
health education in individuals and populations. Due
to use of different, new or non-validated tools by researchers to assess the health education impact; there
were few available evidence of a direct relationship between health education and improvement of patients’
health outcomes [5-7].
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The health education impact questionnaire (heiQTM)
is a validated tool that has been in use to evaluate the
impact of patient education interventions on patient
knowledge, behaviours, ability to act in an emergency,
to navigate the health services and resourcefulness
[8,9]. The questionnaire has been used to measure
health education impact on patients with a broad range
of chronic diseases and validated in different settings, by
a range of health professionals, which has been adapted
to 20 languages [9-11].
The heiQTM was derived from a grounded approach, with its most prominent feature being its breadth
and capability to evaluate individual’s ability to manage their condition irrespective of which chronic disease they have. This questionnaire covers eight main domains in 40 questions: Health directed behaviour, positive and active engagement in life, emotional wellbeing,
self-monitoring and insight, constructive attitudes and
approaches, skills and technique acquisition, social integration and support and health services navigation and
additionally with another section to evaluate the progress of the education program [10-12].
Jayasuriya, et al. 2015 study concluded that improvement in glycaemic control was significant among Sri
Lankan patients if they were modified through diabetes
self-management interventions as in many other countries [4]. However, Sri Lankans patients have poor understanding of the importance of dietary control, physical
activity and adherence to therapy in the management of
diabetes. This might be due to insufficient information
they receive from their treating professionals [2,13-15].
Additionally, Sri Lanka has remote and rural locations
where government-specialist clinics are scarce. Those
government specialist medical clinics available in urban
areas are often overcrowded with patients. Thus, most
T2DM patients are managed in primary care system, by
general practitioners [13-15].
However, Jayasuriya, et al., 2015 and a systemic review of Cooray, et al., 2017 revealed that there is a gap

intervention group
(Karapitiya Teaching
Hospital, Galle)

between the patient knowledge, management of diabetes and the effectiveness of patient education measured by validated questionnaires in Sri Lanka [4,16,17].
Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the
impact of structured health education program on patients’ knowledge by utilizing the heiQ questionnaire on
their health-related behaviours, capabilities and motivations.

Design and Methods
This study was designed as a prospective, non-experimental, step-up controlled study, with health education as the main intervention (Figure 1). To reduce
samples cross contamination between the non-intervention and intervention groups cluster design method
has been adopted. Thus, sample was recruited from two
main independent tertiary care facilities in Western and
Southern Provinces of Sri Lanka.
Both non-intervention and intervention groups participants continued to receive their usual diabetes care
and treatment as indicated by their treating practitioners and the local guidelines for each of the two hospitals.
Potential participants were informed verbally and in
writing about the study objectives and processes, their
rights, and what was expected of them if they decided
to participate. Participation was voluntary, with written
consent obtained in Sinhala, their native language prior
to participation.
The heiQTM instrument was translated (forwardbackward translation) to Sinhala by professional translation services contracted by the developer, Osborne,
et al. at the University of Melbourne. The heiQTM was
used to measure participants’ knowledge and attitude
towards their self-care, pre- and post- the delivery of
a structured health-education session and compared
with non-intervention group. The health education session was carried out one-on-one, verbal script-based
consultation, aided by PowerPoint presentation by the
non-intervention
group (Colombo South
Teaching Hospital,
Kalubowila)

Subgroup A: one
education session at
baseline

Subgroup B: two
education session at
baseline, 6-months
Figure 1: Sample design.
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primary investigator. The education program followed
the Pathophysiology, Indication, Treatment and Specifics (PITS) patient education model [17]. The model
presents information in an organised and logical format
that enhances the receiver’s ability to recall information. Also, this model enables the receiver to easily follow the educators’ thoughts and direction of information flow, which may be contingent on the emotional
state of the patient or other constraints [17].

Sample selection, control and randomisation
All genders with T2DM patients aged 18 years and
over were approached regardless of level of education,
socioeconomic level and employment status. As people
under the age of 18 and those who are pregnant or diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrome or gestational
diabetes or have severe diabetes complications who require different type of educational material and higher
level of consent, they were excluded from the study.
Participant was enrolled if they were diagnosed with
T2DM by the physicians who was not on haemodialysis
and able to speak and understand Sinhala, who is not
identified as having cognitive, hearing or vision impairment.
The study participants were approached on the basis
of every third T2DM patient from the clinic registry for
both non-intervention and intervention groups in two
different tertiary care facilities in Sri Lanka, at the beginning of the study. Then, intervention group further
categorised into subgroups (Subgroup A and Subgroup
B) and it was carried out using a computer-generated
randomising algorithm in Microsoft Excel™.
Being a low-budget preliminary study, a total of 166
participants was considered as a manageable sample
that would provide sufficient data to inform future studies on the trends, variances and relationships, between
self-care behaviour, level of health education and diabetes control. The estimated withdrawal rate for the
study was expected to be approximately 10%.

Data collection and analysis
Demographic data were collected using a socio-demographic survey questionnaire designed by the investigator. The research method was based on two main
aspects the clinical data collection and the diabetes
health-education intervention. Clinical data collection
took place on three occasions for all intervention and
non-intervention participants - at the enrolment day,
six-months and 12-months follow up - while diabetes
education was carried out on the following basis:
- At the enrolment day for intervention group (Subgroups A and B)
- At the six-month follow up for participants in Subgroup B only.
Clinical and biomedical data collection was confined to
Cooray et al. Int J Diabetes Clin Res 2018, 5:087
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measuring weight, height, waist circumference, BP, and
blood sample collection for HbA1c and lipid profile tests.
Change in medications was not in the scope of this
study; however patient adherence to therapy and selfcare behaviours were monitored during the two follow
up visits at six and 12 months.
The heiQ™ validated instrument used under the licensed agreement with Deakin University, Australia and
printed heiQ™ baseline questionnaires were administered at the data collection sites; supported (explained without input) by the investigator, to measure the knowledge about their disease condition, and medication
adherence before the intervention. Patients were asked
to tick the most applicable answer describing their level
of knowledge. The participants viewed the questions
without the domain subtitle, allowing them to answer
the individual questions based on their own perspective
without being influenced by the domain title.
Following the completion of the questionnaire, the
intervention group received the structured health-education program on one-on-one basis by the principal
investigator. The program comprised of a presentation covering the pathogenesis, progression and complications of T2DM; importance of self-management
and physicians follow-up. The session then progressed
to focus on the participant prescribed medication, including the use of blood glucose monitors and insulin
pens, how the medication work, their side effects and
the benefit from adherence to medication on disease
prognosis and development of complications. The same
procedure was used for the data collection process of
the non-intervention group with the exclusion of the
diabetic health-education intervention. All enrolled participants (Subgroup A and B of intervention group and
the non-intervention group) completed the heiQ™ follow up at 6 months and at twelve months, which included patient feedback on the education program and the
way it was delivered. Completed questionnaires with
their ID numbers were analysed and scored based on a
Likert-type scale from 1 to 4, corresponding to <strongly
disagree>, <disagree>, <agree> and <strongly agree>.
Each domain has four to six questions. The scores were
summated within each domain to obtain a scale score
for each domain based on guidelines adopted by the
questionnaire developer.
The participants’ domain mean scores achieved in
the baseline were compared to the follow-up mean
scores and with non-intervention group to determine
if their knowledge improved after the delivery of the
patient education intervention using developers’ guideline on effect size calculation and Analysis of Covariance
(ANCOVA) using IBM® SPSS® (version 23) and R-Studio®
(version 3.2.2) software packages.

Results
Overall analysis of demographics of 150 patients who
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were retained (out of 166 participants) at the end of study
(retained rate 92%) indicate that large percentage of participants were women (72.3%, 120) with mean age of 56.2
years, with a standard deviation [SD] of 8.95. Most participants (85%) were managing their diabetes with oral hypoglycaemic agents. Among these patients, three-quarters of
the T2DM patients were treated with lipid lowering agents,
while half of the T2DM patients also received treatment
for hypertension. In addition to dyslipidaemia and hypertension, a few participants were treated for other conditions such as thyroid disorders (three patients), arthritis
(three patients) and one patient had cancer.
Table 1 summarises the comparison of categorical

and important biomarker baseline values for intervention and non-intervention groups. Detailed baseline
values for each subgroup levels publish in a separate
manuscript.
The analysis of heiQ™ based on the developers’
guidelines indicate that one hundred and sixty-four
heiQ™ forms were completed at baseline, 152 (92.7%)
at the six months’ follow-up and 150 (91.5%) at the end
of 12 months’ follow-up.
The results of this study based on analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) indicated significant improvement of
the knowledge in all other domains between baseline to
six months, six to twelve months and baseline to twelve

Table 1: One-Way ANOVA results for comparing the mean measurement values of intervention group vs. non-intervention group
at baseline analysis.
Measurement

Age (yr)
Weight (kg)
Height (cm)
Waist Circumference (cm)
HbA1c level (%)
Systolic Pressure (mmHg)
Diastolic Pressure (mmHg)
Heart rate (bpm)
Total Cholesterol (mg/dL)
HDL Cholesterol (mg/dL)
Triglycerides (mg/dL)
LDL Cholesterol (mg/dL)
BMI Value (kg/m2)

Intervention
Mean
Standard
Deviation (SD)
56
8.9
59.0
10.3
154.4
8.4
95.5
9.1
8.56
1.62
126.3
16.8
79.6
9.4
78.4
11.6
189.8
44.1
45.1
8.5
126.3
64.4
100.1
35.2
24.8
4.3

Non-intervention
Mean
Standard
Deviation (SD)
56
9.2
61.0
9.1
157.3
7.6
96.8
7.9
8.65
1.53
129.4
16.7
84.9
9.1
81.1
11.0
181.3
38.9
45.0
8.9
129.1
46.7
109.5
35.9
24.7
3.5

F value Sig.

0.669
0.954
3.185
0.598
0.279
0.651
5.970
1.899
0.908
0.097
0.250
1.330
0.075

0.514
0.387
0.044*
0.551
0.757
0.523
0.003**
0.153
0.406
0.908
0.779
0.267
0.928

*
Between group effect is statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level; **Between group effect is statistically significant at the p <
0.01 level.

Table 2: Summary of between-intervention and non-intervention group effects for eight domains at baseline, 6 months and 12
months.
Domains
Health directed
behaviour

Positive
and active
engagement in
life

Self-monitoring
and insight

Time interval (months) Groups
0-6 months
Intervention

Mean value
2.82

F Statistic
24.25

Significance
< 0.001**

Size of Effect
0.138

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.73
3.09

65.75

< 0.001**

0.309

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.65
3.35

80.78

< 0.001**

0.355

0-6 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.68
2.84

15.88

< 0.001**

0.095

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.80
3.09

13.89

< 0.001**

0.086

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.83
3.20

23.07

< 0.001**

0.135

0-6 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.86
2.97

13.27

< 0.001**

0.081

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.96
3.14

23.09

< 0.001**

0.137

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.89
3.21

28.16

< 0.001**

0.161

Non-intervention

2.82
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0-6 months

Intervention

2.92

45.11

< 0.001**

0.229

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.96
3.16

7.83

0.006**

0.050

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.81
3.23

14.83

< 0.001**

0.091

0-6 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.84
2.78

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.75
3.10

29.14

< 0.001**

0.165

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.95
3.23

32.98

< 0.001**

0.182

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.68
2.86

13.21

< 0.001**

0.080

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.84
3.11

14.55

< 0.001**

0.089

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.86
3.17

21.39

< 0.001**

0.126

0-6 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.90
2.66

11.28

0.001**

0.092

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.64
3.15

24.22

< 0.001**

0.141

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.85
3.14

31.39

< 0.001**

0.176

0-6 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.74
2.40

15.28

0.001**

0.092

6-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.41
2.13

17.11

< 0.001**

0.107

0-12 months

Non-intervention
Intervention

2.45
2.01

21.91

< 0.001**

0.133

Non-intervention

2.44

Social integration 0-6 months
& support

Health services
navigation

Emotional
wellbeing

**

The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level; n.s. not significant.

Table 3: Summary of between-intervention subgroups (A and B) and non-intervention group effects for eight domains at baseline
to 12 months.

Domain
Health directed
behaviour
Positive and active
engagement in life
Self-monitoring and
insight
Constructive
attitudes &
approaches
Skills and technique
acquisition
Social integration &
support
Health services
navigation
Emotional wellbeing
*

Intervention group
Subgroup A with one
intervention
12 months Group
Baseline mean
change
mean
effect size
2.82
3.09
0.50**

Subgroup B with two
interventions
12 months Group
mean
change
effect size
3.35
0.99***

Non-intervention group

Baseline
mean
2.73

12 months Group
mean
change
effect size
2.65
-0.22

2.84

3.09

0.54**

3.20

0.81***

2.80

2.83

0.07

2.97

3.14

0.36*

3.21

0.48*

2.96

2.89

-0.17

2.92

3.16

0.40*

3.23

0.50**

2.96

2.81

-0.33

2.78

3.10

0.59**

3.23

0.73**

2.75

2.95

0.43*

2.86

3.11

0.44*

3.17

0.54**

2.84

2.86

0.05

2.66

3.15

0.85***

3.14

0.88***

2.64

2.85

0.55**

2.40

2.13

-0.45*

2.01

-0.68**

2.41

2.45

0.06

small effect size; medium effect size; greater effect size.
**

***
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months except for skills and technique acquisition between baseline to six months among intervention group
in comparison to the non-intervention group (control
group) (Table 2).
Further analysis results of subgroups A and B of intervention group and non-intervention group summarised in Table 3 indicate the net group change effect size
of the knowledge improvement calculated based on
questionnaire developers’ guidelines.
The effect size in each domain after the repeated
education intervention (at 12 months) is summarised in
Table 3. Domain 2: Positive and active engagement in
life and Domain 1: Health directed behaviour showed
greater improvement following the second follow up
than the other domains. Domain 5: Constructive attitudes and approaches, Domain 7: Social integration and
support and Domain 3: Emotional wellbeing showed improvement in the small to medium range. Although a
positive effect was evident in the answers for Domain 4:
Self-monitoring and insight, it was small.

ted. Figure 2 shows that Question 45 “It was worth my
time to take part in this study” scored the highest, with
a score of 5.55, while all the questions received an average score of more than five. This finding confirms the
success of the education intervention.

Discussion
The findings from the baseline analysis indicated
that all participants, intervention and non-intervention,
shared a similar starting point with their health and physical measurements and diabetes knowledge.

Analysis of the second follow up, after 12 months,
revealed a reduction of net positive reliable change in
domains in the non-intervention group.

The results of this study reveal that all heiQTM domains showed at least low to moderate correlations
with the follow ups. The initial mean values in the current study were comparative to the results presented in
the French translated heiQTM data [9,18]. This difference
may indicate that the Sri Lankan participants already
had limited knowledge of their disease. However, this
exploration of the positive improvement in all domains
in the intervention group during the follow-up analysis compared to the non-intervention group, strongly
evidences the effect of the education intervention on
knowledge improvement in the study participants. Domains 1, 3 and 6 showed higher results in this study
than that of the previous studies validated in the French
translated heiQ™. However, results were in a middle
range between the two studies for Domains 2, 4, 5, 7
and 8.

The assessment of health education program based
on nine follow-up questions from those who completed
the education interventions, mean score was calcula-

A study by Osborne, et al., the developer of the heiQTM, concluded that it is common for people who accumulate a high heiQTM score in Domain 3: Emotional wel-

As summarised in Table 3, Domain 8: Health services
navigation and Domain 6: Skills and technique acquisition
showed small and medium effect size changes while majority of the domains with quite low or negative effect.

Figure 2: Evaluation of the health-education program.
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lbeing to also have high scores in Domain 2: Positive and
active engagement in life and a low score in Domain 4:
Self-monitoring and insight. This current study validated
this finding. The study sample revealed that Domains 8
and 7: Health services navigation and Social integration
and support respectively, had the lowest scores. This
result might be due to the poor development of technology, or less priority given to personal conditions than
family matters as per cultural beliefs in adults in Sri Lanka. These findings evidence by the Amarasekara, et al.
2014 study of health beliefs and practices in Sri Lanka.
The greatest effect size was found in Domain 1: Health directed behaviour, Domain 2: Positive and active engagement in life and Domain 8: Health services navigation, between the baseline score and the follow ups in
the intervention group. Domain 5: Constructive attitudes and approaches, Domain 6: Skills and technique acquisition, Domain 7: Social integration and support and
Domain 3: Emotional wellbeing were also notable in the
way intervention group individuals participated in the
education session in the follow ups compared to that
delivered at baseline. Intervention group participants
also showed an improvement in their ability to confidently interact with a range of health organisations and
health professionals (the researcher, nurses, GPs and
the pathology laboratory). These findings are critical for
patients in Sri Lanka, as they have high dependence on
physicians’ instructions and on medical healthcare professionals to manage their health conditions. This could
increase the overcrowded issues in most state sector
hospitals in Sri Lanka as revealed by the Medagama, et
al., 2015 study. In addition, these findings reveal that
the participants were encouraged to become proactive
in managing their health.
However, there was a slight reduction in skill and
technique acquisition and health service navigation at
six months, after twelve months. These findings seem
reasonable as people with worse health may have had
more experience or challenge with these areas and
been more engaged with health professionals to control their conditions, whilst they become less responsive
when they get used to their disease condition.
There was no revision made to the translated version of the heiQTM as all items precisely promote health
and behavioural change. However, based on verbal
communication with the study participants, the terminology used the items translated from “I feel hopeless
because of my health problems” and “I feel like I am
actively involved in my life” were shown not to be fully
understood, and they were answered after clarification
by the investigator. Some clarification was made to reduce variability in results. Therefore, further research is
encouraged using the modifications to the translation
of those two statements.
The follow-up questions were based on the fundamental environmental and personal determinants of a
Cooray et al. Int J Diabetes Clin Res 2018, 5:087
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person’s opportunities to access the research intervention and provide their feedback. Question 45: “It was
worth my time to take part in this study” scored the highest, with a score of 5.58. It was one of the main outcomes
of the education intervention that had positive feedback
and highlights the success of the education intervention.

Conclusion
The heiQTM translated into Sinhala was well accepted
by participants suffering from T2DM, revealing the usefulness of the questionnaire as an instrument to evaluate the impact of health-education intervention for any
chronic disease, not just diabetes. Sinhala heiQTM serves
as a proximal goal for self-management programs to advance outcome assessment in this field in Sri Lanka.

Practical Implications and Recommendations
The method used in this study through the use of the
heiQ™ can identify individual patient education needs
and address relevant aspects to their education status
and health education gaps. Thus, current study intervention could be used as a model of an integrated program to improve T2DM patient awareness and medication self-management by incorporating it to the current
T2DM management program. Additionally, the heiQTM
could be used as a tool for further studies to determine
the value of its application in other health conditions, to
compare outcomes across multiple cultures and languages in Sri Lanka.
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